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             Suiji, Engo’s pointer: Beyond the mountain, seeing smoke, at once 
you know there is fire.  Beyond the fence, seeing horns, you figure out there is a cow.  
Given one corner you grasp the other three. One glance and you discern the slightest 
difference.  Such is the everyday fare of robed monks.  When you arrive at the cutting off 
of the myriad streams then, whether you have come down in the east or west, whether you
are going with or going against, whether you are vertical or sideways, giving or taking, 
you will be able to act freely. At the very moment, this is the truth that is always manifest.
Now tell me, who in fact is the person who practices in this way?

 I keep on speaking about this one phrase, “grasping one, clearly three, “ but it 
just isn’t that easy of a thing to truly understand, to truly grasp this One, that has no two. 
The reason why it is difficult is because, at once, when the eyes are opened from this 
State of One, three worlds are known.  The next line about the “eye activity, “ the Zen 
Master Taiji Jitto,  author of the book version from which I am reading, wrote in great 
detail about the ancient meaning of this.  It comes from a way of calculating money.   
Maybe people of a hundred years ago would have all understood these characters, but 
these days, the way of dealing with money has changed a lot, so people don’t understand.

We have all of these different denominations of money, we have dollars and cents
and dimes and nickels and quarters, and so forth.  Anyway, I am not sure if the character 
written in your version is the correct character, or not, but the meaning is that anyone, 
when they see a coin, at once knows what it is, what coin it is.  But this expression is not 
at all an easy expression to truly understand or grasp.  It is the same thing with money, if 
you really get into investigating the calculation of money, deeply, it is not an easy thing. 

The first two characters in this line are talking about the “eye activity, and this is 
also a very difficult thing, the more that you investigate it, the more that you realize how 
difficult it is.  The moment that you see the objective world, at that very moment, you 
know it, but it is very difficult to actually understand the activity that is going on here.  
The more and more deeply you investigate what the world is, the more difficult that you 
understand that it is.  The more deeply that you investigate what money is, the more you 
understand how difficult that it is.  

We all have been brought up learning about these things, so although they were 
difficult things for us, they have become easy, that is what is being said here.  The nature 
of ourselves, the nature of our world, to understand those is to understand the nature of 
the Dharma activity. Vice versa, if you understand the nature of the Dharma activity, then
you understand the nature of the world, and the nature of ourselves.  The next lines say, 
we all have been learning this all along.  The line about “this is the everyday fare of 
robed monks” means that even though it is difficult, it has become easy for us.  The 
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nature of the world the very way of being of ourselves, those things are not in any way 
different, other than, the Dharma activity, itself.  That is what I have been speaking about 
all this time.  

The nature of ourselves, the nature of our world, these things cannot be found 
outside of the Dharma activity, that is what we have been studying up until now.  We 
have been investigating the nature of ourselves and the nature of our world. However, 
this next line, which talks about the cutting off of the myriad streams, is referring to the 
fact that many things happen that make that investigation, in fact, not easy.  What is this 
talking about this “cutting off of the myriad streams?”  It is saying that the root source of 
all of us, of all of this, has as its nature, to inevitably manifest the greatest Cosmos.

We are born from the Foundation, from the root Source, and then again and again,
one after the next, we manifest one new self after the next, and the ultimate result of this 
process of this series of manifestations of new selves, is the manifestation of the greatest 
Cosmos.  This is what is being talked about in this line.  What kind of thing is the root 
Source, the Foundation?  As I have been telling you up until now, it is the nature of the 
Source not to fixate itself, but to inevitably manifest a new Source.  In the process of one 
Foundation manifesting a new Foundation, we are born.  We experience birth, and 
oppositely, we also must experience death.  First the activity of being born and then the 
activity of disappearing and then, through going through both of those, a new Foundation 
is manifest.  This is the teaching of Buddhism and we all have experienced it.  

Yesterday, I spoke about the inevitability of us needing to do the living activity 
and the dying activity, but I had to stop talking before I got to the end of the story and 
that is probably why there are some among you who have not yet clearly manifested the 
wisdom that understands these principles.  Innumerable times, countless times, the 
process of a new self being born and disappearing repeats, again and again, until finally 
the root Source has come to manifest its result, the greatest Cosmos.  To investigate this 
repetitive activity, one bit at a time, is a very awesome, difficult task. 

This Blue Cliff Record is comprised of a hundred cases, a hundred koans, but 
really it isn’t a question of one hundred or two hundred or a thousand koans, we  must 
investigate innumerable, countless koans in order to fathom the Dharma activity, so it is a
very awesome task.   On the other hand, the way of teaching in Tathagata Zen is to say 
that each step of this process is similar to each other step, because they all include that 
activity of separating subject and object and unifying subject and object, and so, it isn’t a 
matter of sweating thousands and thousands of koans.  Each time a new Foundation, a 
new condition of the Origin is manifest, it is manifest through these two activities first 
separating subject and object and then unifying subject and object.  In Tathagata Zen it is 
therefore taught that we must all study these two activities and manifest the wisdom that 
knows the principle of them.  The repetitive functions of separating subject and object, 
and unifying subject and object, it is taught originally, are manifest by the Dharma 
activity without will.

How many times does the Dharma activity do it will-lessly before consciousness 
is manifest?  How many times does it take two opposing functions repeating these 
functions before consciousness comes into being?  This is, without doubt, a question that 
all of you should have.  Most people, unconditionally, unquestioningly, accept the 
experience of their consciousness and then do their thinking from that unquestioningly 
acceptance, but that is not the case in Tathagata Zen.  In Tathagata Zen we teach about 
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how the function of consciousness comes to be manifest after innumerable repetitions of 
the activities of separating and unifying.  

Once we encounter this question of how consciousness comes to be manifest, then
we have to go back again and again investigate the essential functions of facing and 
unifying subject and object.  What is birth?  What is death?  We must turn around again 
and look back on these essential questions and through our re-investigation of these 
questions we will come to understand that through the repetitive process consciousness 
comes to be manifest, and after it is manifest, consciousness then grows up and develops 
through this same repetitive process.   

You are all practicing zazen, and you take this unusual, strange posture, way of 
sitting.  But, what are you supposed to be doing?  According to Tathagata Zen, you 
should be contemplating these essential principles of how plus and minus, tatha-gata and 
tatha-agata, unify and separate, over and over.  Again  and again, simply contemplate this
essential activity, this essential functioning of tatha-gata and tatha-agata, plus and minus, 
unifying and separating, over and over, and as you continue that investigation more and 
more deeply, you will come to understand the principle of birth and the principle of 
death.  Because this is the teaching, there is no need to have any doubts about anything.  
Just do this practice.  

And through this same contemplation, if we take up the question of what a mother
is and what a father is, we will come to understand what an enormous, great activity they 
do.  To go back a little in the story, what are the natures of tatha-gata and tatha-agata?  
They are always acting.  Tatha-gata and tatha-agata, expanding and contracting, being 
and non-being, are always acting and they are opposite activities.  The Buddha taught that
without fail, they will approach each together, meet each other and unify with each other. 
Through our zazen experience we can come to know this principle for ourselves.  

Even without doing zazen, you can simply learn this principle, and through 
understanding you can come to know, “Yes, that must be true.”  But who is it that is 
studies that kind of thing?  The "I am" self studies.  However, if the "I am" who is doing 
the studying, never studies how it became an "I am"  in the first place, then Tathagata Zen
cautions us that no matter how much we study the principles of birth and death, we will 
always be unquestioningly accepting  the existence of our "I am" selves. The questions of
birth and death are your personal problems.  If you are serious about solving the essential 
questions of life and death, then you must realize that these are your own personal 
problems, your own personal questions.  You have to solve the problem of your self 
totally to solve these questions, and then if you realize  that, you will realize what a big 
mistake it is to unquestioningly accept the existence of the "I am".  

Both democracy and communism are equally grand ideologies. However, if we 
study those ideologies from the standpoint of unquestioningly, unconditionally accepting 
the existence of the "I am", then will come to just fight each other.  People who do not 
take seriously the investigation of how the "I am" who thinks, comes into being in the 
first place, unfailingly, inevitably, come to fight about their ideas and argue about their 
ideas, and they think that is just the normal, natural way of things.  

All fights, and the biggest fights are called wars, occur according to the teaching 
of Tathagata Zen, the principle by which they occur is always, at the root of it, is always, 
an unquestioning acceptance of the "I am".  To tell this part of the story again and again 
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is quite exhausting, but I feel that if I don’t keep repeating it, you will all fall into the 
error of unquestioningly, unconditionally, accepting  your "I am". 

 It is true that tatha-gata and tatha-agata are opposite functions.  Being and non-
being certainly are opposite functions.  Being and non-being are opposite functions, but 
inevitably they unify and that means that being experiences non-being, and 
simultaneously non-being is experiencing being. That condition is called zero.  That 
means neither being nor non-being, that means neither rich nor poor, neither man nor 
woman.  If you truly grasp this state, this condition, then you would be astonished, but if 
you can’t grasp it, you are just going through your life without any astonishment, without
any amazement.  This condition which is neither being nor non-being, which has 
transcended thinking, which has transcended speech, is also called in Buddhism the 
manifestation of true love.  Buddhism says that you must find your own way, somehow, 
to experience this condition.  Somehow or another, being and non-being have to find a 
way to experience each other, and so, in the realm of men and women we say, that 
somehow or another they have to find a way to get married to each other.  Without being 
you can’t have this experience.  Similarly without non-being, this experience is not 
possible.  When being and non-being both have totally vanished into their mutual union, 
then what is manifest is neither man nor woman, but perfection, also called Perfect Time. 

 If we take this manifestation of zero and pump the blood of warm life into it, that 
is to say personify it, then in Buddhism it is called the manifestation of true love.  It is 
also called the manifestation of the bodhisattva.  Bodhisattva is neither man nor woman.  
It is also the manifestation of that which is both man and woman together.  

We have all of these different names for bodhisattvas, such as Kannon and Jizo, 
but they are all similar to each other in that they include both the plus and minus, the man
and woman, the tatha-gata and the tatha-agata.  There is a Jizo statue sitting over there 
and when you see it, you have to at once see it as demonstrating, manifestation both the 
man and the woman, the male and female activities together.  

At Mt. Baldy these days, we keep putting out the statues of Jizo and Kannon, and 
such, and they keep on getting stolen.  I don’t know who is stealing them, but probably it 
is somebody who really needs them, or some sick person, or some child, or something.  
In any case, we put them out and they get stolen.  We put them out and they get stolen 
again.  It really is a hassle having these bodhisattvas around.  But, what I need from you 
is your understanding of what a bodhisattva is.  

The two meet and they break through that meeting and it is in that breakthrough 
that finally true love comes to be manifest.  When the breakthrough occurs and the two 
experience each other, then neither man nor woman, the bodhisattva, the Jizo, the 
manifestation of true love, Dharmakya comes to be manifest. I tell you this same thing 
again and again, but it seems so difficult for you to experience it, and I said yesterday the 
reason for that is because you are still tied up in doing flat, two dimensional thinking. 
Two dimensional kind of thinking, just get rid of that, and take up three or four 
dimensional kind of thinking.  If you can’t do that then you’ll never catch the 
understanding of the nature of growing up, the process of growing up.  Bodhisattva 
becomes manifest, but does not fixate itself.  Without fail, it will divide itself into two 
and then the human being who says, "I am" appears.  

 If you get tied up with true love and you get stuck in the state of true love, then I 
guess it can be said that a child will never come to be born.  Somehow, or other plus and 
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minus must come to separate from each other, somehow true love has to break open,  and
when that separation occurs, that is when distance occurs and that is when existent beings
occur and all sentient beings are manifest.  There is this expression Shujo. Shu means 
“all,” which is the same all that is in your text as “multitude,” “the multitude of sentient 
beings are manifest.” [Tape Change]

We can study the principles of “grasping one and clearly three,” we can study the 
principle of the perfect “I” activity, from the point of the "I am" self, and easily come to 
understand it, but it is a totally different story to actually bump into the reality of it and 
practice it. That is much more difficult.  You’ve become a father, you have become a 
mother, a child has actually been born.  It is a moment of great joy.  The bodhisattva 
splits its self into two, and the child is born, the "I am" child is born and at that very 
moment, mother and father are also born, right together with their child.  This is joy, this 
is wonderful, but when you, in actuality, really, bump into this situation, there is no way 
that you can have a fixated notion of an "I am" self.  That fixated "I am" will be thrown 
away, will fly away.  

When the child is born, the woman becomes a mother; the husband has become a 
father.  Having become mother and father, although previously having been worldly 
people, they might have gone along with everybody else’s thinking of "I am" is 
important, "I am" is important, but now, that thinking is totally is obliterated, it is thrown 
out the window, because they totally realize how petty and stupid and boring that kind of 
thing is, now having become father and mother.  Without experiencing for one’s self 
becoming a mother or a father, you can’t truly understand what a big mistake it is to 
unquestioningly accept the existence of the "I am" self.  I need to have you all have the 
experience of becoming mother and father.  

If you come to manifest the wisdom that knows that the "I am" self is not the true 
self, then as Master Engo clearly says, you will truly experience this un-fixated "I am", 
you will truly experience that the "I am" rises up in the east, and the moment that you 
think it is in the east, there it is setting in the west.  The moment that you think it is rising 
up in the west, there it is in the east.  What is reality? What is God? We all seem to take 
these questions very seriously and like to debate about them. But if you have become a 
mother, then you get very strong and if people come around talking about truth or reality, 
or God, at once you are able to slam them and say, “Well, what do you think, that those 
are fixated things?”  

I, myself, am not a woman, but as I have grown up, I’ve come to more and more 
realize that mothers are the strong ones, mothers are the great ones.  And in the same 
way, although fathers seem rather unimpressive, they really are pretty great, too.  It is the 
nature of the child to come to learn what the "I am" is.  As it grows up, it will come to 
manifest the wisdom that knows what the "I am" is.  Buddhism, over and over again, 
teaches that the child is born simultaneously with mother and father.  At least as one 
temporary expedient way of teaching, it is taught that the child is the present moment and
the father is in the world of the past, and the mother is in the world of the future.  Further 
it is taught that always, no matter what happens, the mother that is the future never 
separates from the child.  Always, no matter what happens, she is embracing the child.  If
the father is helping the child in the world of the east, it might seem that the mother is 
taking a rest at that time, but it is not true.  She is always embracing the child, 
simultaneously.  If the father is embracing the child from the front, it might seem as if the
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mother had disappeared, but that is never the case.  The mother is in back, embracing the 
child from the back.  This activity, this kind of activity, is taken up by Master Engo, and 
he says, ‘freely giving and taking.”  He calls it “freely giving and taking.”  This is such 
an interesting part, more interesting than watching a movie.  Separating and then coming 
back together in absolute freedom.  

When I was younger I liked getting my picture taken a bit better, but now I really 
dislike it.  But, since somebody decided that today was picture day, I have to go along 
with everybody and get my picture taken.  So, we all are going to climb onto one piece of
paper together.  This should be fun.  There is nothing as wonderful; everybody is 
climbing on to just one piece of paper.  So, I can’t avoid this; I will participate in it. So, 
this is where we will end teisho for today.  

The End
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